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In opera, Doug Varone is in demand as both a director and choreographer. Among his four productions at  
The Metropolitan Opera are Salome with its Dance of the Seven Veils, the world premiere of Tobias Picker’s  
An American Tragedy, Stravinsky’s Le Sacre du Printemps, designed by David Hockney, and Hector Berloiz’s  
Les Troyens. He has staged multiple premieres and new productions for Minnesota Opera, Opera Colorado,  
Washington Opera, New York City Opera, and Boston Lyric Opera, among others. His numerous theater credits 
include choreography for Broadway, Off-Broadway and regional theaters across the country. His choreography  
for the musical Murder Ballad at Manhattan Theater Club in 2012 earned him a Lortel Award nomination. Film  
credits include choreography for the Patrick Swayze film, One Last Dance. In 2008, Varone’s The Bottomland, set  
in the Mammoth Caves of Kentucky, was the subject of the PBS Dance in America: Wolf Trap’s Face of America.  
In 2016 he directed and choreographed the MASTERVOICES production of Dido and Aeneas at New York City  
Center, starring Tony Award winners Kelli O’Hara and Victoria Clark, alongside the Company. In 2017 he staged  
Julia Wolfe’s Pulitzer Prize winning oratorio, Anthracite Fields, featuring the Bang on a Can All-Stars and the  
Westminster Choir. 

Varone received his BFA from Purchase College where he was awarded the President’s Distinguished Alumni Award 
in 2007. Numerous honors and awards include a John Simon Guggenheim Fellowship, an OBIE Award (Lincoln 
Center’s Orpheus and Euridice), the Jerome Robbins Fellowship at the Boglaisco Institute in Italy, and two individual 
Bessie Awards. In 2015, he was awarded both a Doris Duke Artist Award and the Lifetime Achievement Award from 
the American Dance Guild. Varone teaches workshops and master classes around the world for dancers, musicians 
and actors. He is currently on the faculty at Purchase College teaching composition.
 

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

DOUG VARONE

Award-winning choreographer and director, Doug Varone works 
in dance, theater, opera, film, and fashion. He is a passionate  
educator and articulate advocate for dance. By any measure, his 
work is extraordinary for its emotional range, kinetic breadth and 
the many arenas in which he works. His New York City-based 
Doug Varone and Dancers has been commissioned and presented 
to critical acclaim by leading international venues for more than 
three decades.

In the concert dance world, Varone has created a body of works 
globally. Commissions include the Limón Company, Hubbard 
Street Dance Chicago, Rambert Dance Company (London), 
Martha Graham Dance Company, Dancemakers (Canada), 
Batsheva Dance Company (Israel), Bern Ballet (Switzerland) 
and An Creative (Japan), among others. Varone has been 
commissioned to create a new work for the Paul Taylor American 
Modern Dance Company to premiere in 2018. In addition, his 
dances have been staged on more than 75 college and university 
programs around the country.

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

DOUG VARONE  “Varone’s ability to convey depths of emotion through highly charged, physically exciting  
choreography has made him a rarity among his generation.” THE NEW YORK TIMESHEATHER BRYCE

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

Heather Bryce is the Artistic Director and founder
of Bryce Dance Company and has won awards
and national attention for her innovative
choreography and community engagement work.
Bryce explores timely and relevant themes through
intricate choreography and interdisciplinary
collaboration. Her work has been presented at
venues including:  Gibney Dance, Dixon Place,
Mark Morris Dance Center, The Tank, The Flynn
Center for the Performing Arts,   The  Town Hall
Theater, The Dance Complex, and Spruce Peak
Performing Arts Center. Bryce currently works as a
Teaching Artist for Alvin Ailey American Dance
Theater, Lincoln Center Education, The
Performing Arts Center at SUNY Purchase, and
The Center for Arts Education. She holds her MFA
in Interdisciplinary Arts from Goddard College.
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For more than 30 years, Doug Varone and Dancers has devoted itself to the humanity and virtuosity of dance,  
reaching out to audiences well beyond the proscenium arch. We believe this philosophy has allowed us to  
endure, earning us the reputation as one of the most respected dance companies working today. Over time,  
we’ve created an expansive legacy encompassing dance, theatre, opera and film – establishing an impressive  
body of work.

The recipient of 11 Bessie Awards, the Company has toured to more than 100 cities in 45 states across the US  
and in Europe, Asia, Canada, and South America. Stages include The Kennedy Center, Lincoln Center, Brooklyn 
Academy of Music, New York City Center, San Francisco Performances, London’s Queen Elizabeth Hall, Toronto’s 
Harbourfront, Moscow’s Stanislavsky Theatre, Buenos Aires’ Teatro San Martin, the Venice Biennale, and the Tokyo, 
Bates, Jacob’s Pillow and American Dance Festivals. In opera and theatre, the Company regularly collaborates  
on the many Varone-directed or choreographed productions that have been produced around the country. 

Doug Varone and Dancers continues to be among the most sought-after ambassadors and educators in the field.  
The Company’s multidisciplinary residency programs take audiences deeper into the work, with a hands-on  
approach that moves beyond the studio to speak directly to people of all ages and backgrounds, both dancers  
and non-dancers alike. Our annual intensive workshops at leading universities have attracted students and  
professionals from around the country, and through our innovative DEVICES choreographic mentorship program,  
we are training the next generation of artists and dance-makers. 

Whether on the concert stage, in opera or theatre or on the screen, choreographer Doug Varone creates kinetically 
thrilling dances with rich musicality and emotional depth. From the smallest gesture to full-throttle bursts of movement, 
Varone’s work can take your breath away with both its athleticism and its passion.

DOUG VARONE AND DANCERS
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 “Uniting all of Varone’s work is his attention to the  
human detail. He’ll never run out of material .”   
THE NEW YORKER

THE COMPANYTHE COMPANY

brycedancecompany.com

Bryce Dance Company is a contemporary dance performance company located
in Brooklyn, NY with focus on collaboration, community engagement, and
opening dialogue between audiences and the artists. We explore timely and
relevant themes through intricate choreography, sound, music, and
interdisciplinary collaborations. We are interested in collecting stories, bridging
divides, questioning underlying assumptions and inviting everyone into dance.  

In order to bring our work to new audiences we create site-specific events,
professional performances integrating alternative populations, community
residencies and workshops. 

Artistic Director and Founder, Heather Bryce, started Bryce Dance in Boston, MA
in 2006. Since its founding, the company has received national attention and
awards for its innovative choreography and community work. The company often
partners with community-based organizations to offer dance classes and
performance opportunities to individuals from a variety of backgrounds.

Booking Inquiries: Heather Bryce  t: 802-793-2225  e: brycedance@gmail.comCourtesy of Art Heffron
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Sextet, Duet, Trio, Mass, Solo
Music by Michael Gordon, Lesley Flanigan, Julia Wolfe,  
David Lang, Raz Mesinai, Kevin Keller

Faith and belief take many forms, as do the acts of coping, realization, choice  
and the expectations attached to them. Within this intensely intimate work, the  
physicality of fulfillment and disappointment as well as the solitude of reckoning  
and the questioning inherent in faith are explored. A 40-minute cycle of five  
imagistic vignettes, they can be shown as stand-alone works or as an interrelated 
episodic event, with an optional community component to include local guest  
dancers on tour.

EPILOGUE 2017

In 1987, Doug Varone created a solo for himself set to Chopin’s Nocturne #8 in  
D Flat Major, Opus 27, #2. This seminal work explored the blur between pedestrian 
movement and pure dance, and set in motion a vocabulary and style that Varone has 
been mining ever since. Now   thirty years later, Varone choreographs its companion: 
another solo for himself to Chopin’s Nocturne in E Minor, Opus 72. Like bookends 
framing a career, Varone premiered the new Nocturne at Jacob’s Pillow Dance 
Festival on August 3, 2017, side by side with its original.

 ‘“Noodling’ is Varone’s description of the process by which he choreographed  
his 1987 solo Nocturne. The sketchiness of the term aside, one sees, in  
the original and in the sequel he’s created to commemorate these Pillow  
performances, the sure craft of a choreographer whose coming of age as  
an artist was colored by both the post-Judson Church era’s embrace of  
pedestrianism as well as a luxury of movement for movement’s sake that  
transcends time and trends.” BOSTON GLOBE

NOCTURNE I & II

IN THE SHELTER OF THE FOLD 2016

   “Superb. Thought and gutsy, imaginative movement 
    came together and were one.”  THE NEW YORK TIMES

 “This dance is intense and there are many sharp and unconventional  
movements and gestures that depict a troubled relationship. All parts  
of the body are expertly used in this dance – feet, hands, legs, torso,  
knees, and arms – in order to connect and repel.”   
DCMETROTHEATERARTS
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Full Length Work
Moving Memory (2018)
Memories of people, places, and events change, shift,
and disappear with the passage of time - shaping the
stories we tell about ourselves and the way we define
ourselves. This work explores the intersections between
perspective, relationships, and identity though the lens of
fragmented, forgotten, and altered memory.

Courtesy of Arthur Fink                                                                   Courtesy of Art Heffron
Courtesy of Art HeffronCourtesy of Arthur Fink                                                                                                                                     Courtesy of Allison Armfield
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RESIDENCY ACTIVITIES
MASTER CLASSES  1.5–2 hours
An eclectic blend of training is the hallmark of the Company’s work and allows for tailor-made classes and  
workshops for students and dance professionals of all skill levels. The Company’s master teachers are nationally and 
internationally renowned and offer classes in technique, repertory, composition, partnering and performance skills.

INFORMANCE  1–1.5 hours, q&a included
Easily adapted to a variety of spaces and conducted without theatrical lighting or costumes, live excerpts from  
the Company’s repertory illustrate Doug Varone’s discussion about how work is created from idea to stage.

MAPPING  1.5–2 hours
This workshop is designed to investigate communication and interaction – to explore, through a series of  
movement and verbal exercises, how our identities, aspirations, backgrounds and beliefs are shared. For adults,  
teens or families; no dance background required.

PARALLEL LIVES  1–1.5 hours
Typical workshops have explored Lewis Thomas’s The Lives of the Cell in biology classes, A.S. Byatt’s Possession  
in literature classes, and John Updike’s Trust in a class on human perspectives. Theme-based classroom discussion 
leads to the creation of small movement scenes that facilitate the understanding of the work they are studying via 
dance making.

LIQUID ARCHITECTURE  1.5–2 hours
This workshop is designed for architecture, arts, design or engineering students interested in exploring spatial  
and temporal ideas through movement-based problem-solving tasks.

CLASSES FOR KIDS  1 hour
Doug Varone and Dancers offers classes for children from pre-K through 6th grade that include physical and  
vocal warm ups, exploration of creative movement, imagination games and storytelling in which students create  
dances in large groups.
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 “Doug Varone has surrounded himself with gifted and generous  
dancers who are mature, diverse and caring. Their comfort  
with children, families and the disciplined rigor of professional  
dancing seem to flow together in a seamless score.” 
TONI SMITH, SKIDMORE COLLEGE

Cease (2017)
Cease was inspired by the Christmas Eve cease fire of 1914. It is a wish to
the world that we might put down our arms and come to recognize that we
are more alike than we are different.

Shift (2017)
Shift explores the concepts of care-taking and control. It explores care-taking
relationships, and group mentality vs individual expression. It examines
dependency and assertions of independence.

Medication List (2017)
Medication List was choreographed for a music video for Hawk and Dove
Band's song Medication List. It is an exploration of Parkinson's Disease. The
Medication List music video will be available in 2018.

Diverge (2016)
Diverge was created in response to Bryce’s move to NYC and inspired by
our relationships to each other and to nature in a digital age. The work
explores the walls we build that separate us from each other and asks us to
consider how we can maintain empathy and personal connection in a time
that seems to encourage disconnection and multi-tasking.

White Noise (2016)
White Noise was created around the themes of the ‘other’, propaganda, and
paranoia. The initial development of the work was supported by an Emerging
Artist Award through Green Street Studios (Cambridge, MA).

SHORT WORKS

Courtesy of Peter Paradise Michaels
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 “Creating community has always been a vital part of the Company’s mission, whether we are on stage, in the  
studio or in the classroom. It is exactly because of this commitment that we have always been interested in  
designing outreach residencies focusing on the broader sense of how creativity shapes our lives. By bringing  
our work to audiences in ways that directly affect their lives, we expand the notion of everyday movement  
and connect everyone in different yet unifying ways.   

It’s not just how we dance: It’s how we talk about dance and how we share it.

Because we create within a wide range of disciplines spanning dance, theater, opera, film and visual art, we can  
illuminate in unique ways how creativity connects all of us regardless of our stories, lives, ages and differences.”

COMMUNITY

ENGAGEMENTS
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 “What a wonderful experience! Thank you for activating our empty galleries and bringing many 
new faces into the museum. ‘ReComposed’ really made all of my dreams come true.”  
WENDY HOWER, DIRECTOR OF ENGAGEMENT AND MARKETING, NASHER MUSEUM OF ART AT DUKE UNIVERSITY, DURHAM, NC

Part of our mission is licensing our repertory and making it available as an educational tool for college 
and university dancers and performers. Please contact DOVA staff to inquire about licensing and staging 
Doug Varone’s work.

STAGING REPERTORY & LICENSING

RESIDENCY

Bryce Dance Company’s eight week residencies provide students with an hour-long dance class
once per week for eight weeks. Dance classes are for ALL ages and abilities and are focused on
providing opportunities for whole body movement, developing basic contemporary dance
technique, expanding current movement repertoire, instilling a sense of joy, and providing
opportunities for creative expression. All classes have one lead teacher and at least one assistant
teacher.
Activities: 8 hours of dance classes and culminating performance with students
Ages: All ages
Location: Community center, senior center, recreational center, mental health center, residential
home, prison, school.
Duration: 8 weeks or intensive week-long residency. Longer or shorter residency options available
upon request.
Students served: Dance class: 25 students maximum with one lead and one assistant teacher. Up
to 35 students maximum per class with one lead and two assistant teachers.
Availability: Year-round 

MASTER CLASS

Bryce Dance Company offers dance workshops for individuals of all ages and abilities in modern
dance technique, contemporary dance, company repertory, and creative dance. Workshops can
be scheduled for 1-2 hours with one lead teacher and up to two assistant teachers.
Activities: 1-2 hour dance workshop
Ages: All ages
Location: Community center, senior center, recreational center, mental health center, residential
home, prison, school
Duration: 1-2 consecutive hours
Availability:  Year-roundCourtesy of Arthur Fink      
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 “Doug Varone has surrounded himself with gifted and generous  
dancers who are mature, diverse and caring. Their comfort  
with children, families and the disciplined rigor of professional  
dancing seem to flow together in a seamless score.” 
TONI SMITH, SKIDMORE COLLEGE

Bryce Dance Company often creates community engaged works for the stage and site specific
performances with individuals who span a wide variety of ages and backgrounds with no formal dance
training in collaboration with company members. 

Lonesome Bend
Lonesome Bend is a site-specific community engaged work that explored the history of the small hamlet of
Lonesome Bend that was purposely flooded to keep the surrounding towns protected from flooding,
creating a recreation area and reservoir now known as Wrightsville. (Middlesex, VT)

To You, Around You, About You (2014)
This is a community engaged evening length performance piece centered around the themes of aging,
memory, hope, dignity, health, illness, and transition/loss. The work was developed and performed with
members of Bryce Dance Company and the community. It incorporated movement and oral history
interviews from residents of area assisted living facilities during the company’s tenure in Vermont. This work
was made possible by the Vermont Artists Space Grant through the Flynn Center for the Performing Arts.
Performed at Goddard College (Plainfield, VT)

Rising Above Water (2011)
Rising Above Water was choreographed in response to the flooding from Hurricane Irene in Vermont. The
flooding destroyed homes and businesses. The work includes video from the flooding that impacted
Vermont. Bryce choreographed this work in response to helping a friend clean up her home after having
feet of water in the house. Bryce organized and produced the performance which raised over $2000.00 for
flood relief. Performed at Goddard College (Plainfield, VT) as part of Rising Above Water: A Hurricane Irene
Benefit Performance.

Community Engagement

Courtesy of Britten Leigh
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PRESS
 “The controlled chaos, however breathtaking, contains discernable meaning.” DALLAS MORNING NEWS

 “Varone’s ability to convey depths of emotion through highly charged, physically exciting choreography has  
made him a rarity among his generation.” THE NEW YORK TIMES

 “Doug Varone and Dancers command attention as soon as the curtain goes up. Rarely do you find a choreographer 
so dedicated to the full and generous complexity of the human spirit. Many choreographers can create interesting 
movement; few can make it mean so much.” CHICAGO TRIBUNE

 “Slipping between commonplace gesture and metaphor, his movement occupies the ambivalent terrain of two  
emotions at once. It’s not like anything you’ve ever seen before.” NEWSDAY

 “An evening of Doug Varone’s choreography is a feast of tens of thousands of individual moments, from the 
intricate to the mundane, from the witty to the emotionally charged. Wonderfully inventive. Exhilarating.” 
KANSAS CITY STAR

 “No matter how many dancers sprawl across the stage, or how furiously breakneck the action becomes, the  
movement never loses its sense of hallowed intimacy. This is dancing of rare beauty.” STAR LEDGER

 “An exceptionally fluent dancemaker. There’s an emotional breadth sometimes missing from so many other greats  
in modern dance. Varone puts the beating heart at the center of the work.” WASHINGTON POST

 “Varone has an unquenchable instinct for expressing the vagaries of the human heart.” ARTS JOURNAL

 “He layers his dances with complex and sophisticated phrasing of urgent and vigorous momentum, rather than  
conventional storytelling. He makes his eight dancers look like three times that number.” LA TIMES
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 “Daredevils with wise bodies, able to understand  
the forces they’re controlling and the impulses that  
beset them.” DEBORAH JOWITT, ARTSJOURNAL

PRESS 4 Ways to Expand your stylistic versatility. Dance Informa, April 2018 by Kathryn Boland
http://www.danceinforma.com/2018/04/26/4-ways-to-expand-your-stylistic-versatility

Movers and Shapers: A Dance Podcast from The Moving Architects, March 2018,  Episode 59 - Heather Bryce 
themovingarchitects.org/movers-shapers-heather-bryce

Creative Diversity and Daring: 'Under Exposed' at Dixon Place - Dance Informa, March 2018 by Kathryn Boland
http://www.danceinforma.com/2018/03/13/creative-diversity-and-daring-under-exposed-at-dixon-place

Site-specific work: Leave no stone unturned. Dance Informa, February 2018 by Kathryn Boland
www.danceinforma.com/2018/02/03/site-specific-work-leave-no-stone-unturned

12 Dancers Dancing: The Reason for the Season.  Dance Informa, December 2017 by Kathryn Boland
http://www.danceinforma.com/2017/12/19/12-dancers-dancing-the-reason-forthe-season

Bryce Dance Company to Bring White Noise to Mark Morris Dance Center.  Broadway World, May 4, 2017
www.broadwayworld.com/bwwdance/article/Bryce-Dance-Company-to-Bring-WHITE-NOISE-to-Mark-Morris-Dance-
Center-20170504

Heather Bryce Talks to us About Her Dance Company! Today's Indie, September 6, 2016 by Synnika Lofton 
http://www.todaysindie.com/single-post/2016/09/08/Heather-Bryce-on-the-Art-of-Dance

Audience Review: Lonesome Bend. The Dance Enthusiast, August 2015 by Alana Rancourt Phinney 
http://www.dance-enthusiast.com/get-involved/reviews/page/view/Lonesome-Bend-August-15-2015 

A Dance to Remember: 'Lonesome Bend'. Seven Days VT, August 12, 2015 by Sadie Williams 
www.sevendaysvt.com/vermont/a-dance-to-remember-lonesome-bend/Content?oid=2804712

Dancing Through Life (Cover Story). Destination VT Magazine, June 1, 2015 by Phyl Newbeck
http://destinationvt.com/dancing-through-life

Arts Fuse: What will light your fire this week.  Boston's Arts Fuse Magazine, March 29, 2015 by Merli V. Guerra 
http://artsfuse.org/125092/fuse-coming-attractions-what-will-light-your-fire-this-week-64 

Dance Review: Show depicts undenied beauty of age. Vermont Today, September 16, 2014 by Jim Lowe 
http://vermonttoday.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/RH/20140916/NEWS01/709169941

Bryce Dance Company to Bring To You, Around You, About You to THT. Broadway World, August 28, 2014
www.broadwayworld.com/bwwdance/article/Bryce-Dance-Co-to-Bring-TO-YOU-AROUND-YOU-ABOUT-YOU
-to-THT-914-20140828

Dance Performance Focuses On End-Of-Life Issues. Vermont Public Radio by Neal Charnoff, March 13, 2014
http://digital.vpr.net/post/dance-performance-focuses-end-life-issues

Community-Collaborative Performance Piece Explores Aging, Memory, Loss and Hope. Burlington Free Press, 
March 13, 2014 by Elizabeth Murray  www.burlingtonfreepress.com/article/20140313/ENT/303130005/
Montpelier-based-choreographers-study-human-experience?nclick_check=1Courtesy of Art Heffron
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